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Bistro Praha 

"Central European Delights"

Bistro Praha, in Downtown Edmonton, is unique in more than a few ways.

For starters, it is one of the fewest Czech restaurants in the city, and has

been a favorite of the community for more than three decades. The

ambiance matches that of rustic kavárnas in Prague, and its warm and

welcoming vibe keeps bringing regular patrons in droves! Authentic

flavors and exotic dishes such as goulash, sarka salad and schnitzel, to

name a few, await you at this charming bistro. Everything is served with a

genuine smile that reassures of true goodness, in food, and people.

 +1 780 424 4218  bistropraha.com/  bistro@bistropraha.com  10117 101 Street, Edmonton

AB
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Red Ox Inn 

"Internationally-Inspired Cuisine"

Red Ox Inn is a gourmet restaurant in Edmonton that prides itself on

serving internationally-inspired cuisine while also retaining strong local

flavors within its fare. The restaurant's menu is a depiction of the diverse

fare offered here, featuring a wonderful selection of contemporary

delights such as the signature Kanpachi Crudo, Roasted Icelandic Cod,

and the Grilled Beef Tenderloin. The carefully-curated list of fine aged

wine is the perfect foil to the food menu and includes an impressive

assortment of white and red blends that can be ordered either by the

glass or by the bottle.

 +17804655727  www.theredoxinn.com/  redoxinn@telus.net  9420 91 Street, Edmonton

AB
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Continental Treat Fine Bistro 

"Fine Dining in University Area"

Enjoy a fine dining experience, complete with white tablecloths and

burgundy napkins, surrounded by the antique furnishings of this ultra-

European establishment. An interesting selection of appetizers includes

steak tartare, seafood martini, pickle soup, and Flaczki (Polish tripe soup).

For an entrée, the Escargot a la Bourguignonne is highly recommended,

as is the Vienna Schnitzel Chicken or Veal. Get a window table and you

can indulge in some people watching.

 +1 780 433 7432  www.ctfinebistro.com  sylvesterct@shaw.ca  10560 82 Avenue

Northwest, Edmonton AB
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The Melting Pot 

"Food to Make You Melt"

The Melting Pot of Edmonton is an award-winning romantic destination

for a fine fondue dinner for two. The intimate atmosphere invites diners to

savor the rich cheese fondue and entrees with a glass of wine before

digging into the famously sweet chocolate dessert fondue. The Melting

Pot is consistently hailed as Edmonton’s best date spot and the unique

dining experience is unlike any other. Garnered with lavish accolades, the

restaurant has won prestigious awards like the TripAdvisor Certificate of

Excellence 2015, Wine Spectator Award of Excellence 2011 and 2012, and

was also voted as the Best Restaurant for Lovers and Best Ambiance by

the Golden Fork Awards 2011.

 +1 780 465 4347  www.meltingpot.com/edmonton/we

lcome

 2920 Calgary Trail Northwest, Suite

117, Edmonton AB
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